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THE PURPOSE OF THE TRACE PROJECT is to highlight the visibility of the cultural and historical heritage of 
Süleymaniye neigborhood , which has been declared a UNESCO historical heritage, through architectural struc-
tures and spaces. These spaces and intangible values are provided by placing them on a green spine in the existing 
space, creating green textures where the urban heat island effect is reduced, ecological services are activated and 
biodiversity is increased. It is aimed to experience the space through the historical traces present in the space.
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The cultural and historical heritage of Süleymaniye Neighborhood is to highlight through the architectural structures and spaces that have 
lost their visibility. These spaces and intangible values are provided by creating green textures where the urban heat island effect is reduced, 
ecological services are activated and biodiversity is increased by placing them on a green spine in the existing space. Integrity has been 
achieved by establishing green corridors by establishing connections between green textures.
Most of the places whose visibility is desired to be increased are trying to maintain their old functions by some associations and foundations. Most of the places whose visibility is desired to be increased are trying to maintain their old functions by some associations and foundations. 
In addition to providing opportunities such as research and source work, it organizes programs and seminars that provide the opportunity to 
receive training from different disciplines. A route has been created and places where similar activities can be carried out in areas open to this 
route have been designed. Virtual publicity was supported by developing the "CHASE" mobile application in order to easily access the dates 
and venues of these programs.Strategies were determined to increase ecosystem services and they responded spatially. In line with the anaand venues of these programs.Strategies were determined to increase ecosystem services and they responded spatially. In line with the ana-
lyzes made throughout the neighborhood, different permeable floor designs and afforestation studies were carried out in the spaces. The Cli-
mate Positive target of 289 years has been reduced to 57 years.
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Structures in the region are categorized according to their functions, the density of educa-
tional units is determined. Cultural historical inventories are examined, it has been deter-
mined that there are many 'Sıbyan Mektebi' and education units in the region.

DENSITY OF EDUCATIONAL PLACES

The region, which is one of the important cul-
tural and trade centers of Fatih, is an import-
ant cultural and tourism venue with its many 
historical artifacts. And it acts as a transit point 
for the surrounding neighborhoods. Suley-
maniye Mosque is frequented by many visitors, 
and since various faculties of Istanbul Universi
ty are located here, it is a region where both 
cultural and education and trade are intense.

Relationship Between Population and Green Space
Green space-Structural Environment Relationship

According to Fatih July 2022 heat map, it can 
be observed that some regions have Extra 
high temperature, some places have Low 
Temperature, even extra Low Temperature. 
While these temperature values decrease in 
areas where the Green texture increases, it 
can be observed that it rises to high tempera-
tures in areas where buildings are denser and tures in areas where buildings are denser and 
where there are almost no trees.

LOCATION OF PROJECT SITE
Süleymaniye,Kalenderhane,MollaHüsrev/ISTANBUL

SITE ANALYSIS
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Süleymaniye Mosque and its Environment Conservation Area is locat-
ed on the slope of the third hill of Istanbul,Turkey, facing the Golden 
Horn, in the north of the Historic Peninsula. Suleymaniye district was 
included in the list of world cultural heritage by UNESCO in 1985.

Green Space Analysis

BUILDING USAGE ANALYSIS
The extra hot areas are 
examined, it is observed 
that there are imperme-
able surfaces and little 
or no vegetation. 
Irregular car parks 
occupy most of the pe-
destrian roads.



SYNTHESIS AND STRATEGIES

Thanks to this mobile application, it is aimed highlight the lost structures and values to be 
actively by users .Information about the history  of the venues can be accessed via Mobile 
App by scanning the QR Code.Users have the chance to participate in these events,as well 
as create their own suitable  in designeted courtyards and green content.

CHASE MOBIL  APP
FOLOW THE TRACE OF HISTORY!

Afforestation of 2136 meters no trees streetsTOTAL RATES

16 MARCH AVENUE 

ROUTE OF HISTORIC AND CURRENT
 LOCATIONS EDUCATIONAL 

FOLLOW THE TRACK OF SULEYMANIYE EDUCATIONAL CULTURE
FOLLOW THE TRACK OF THE WATER ROUTE

With the design of the flooring, impermeable surfaces have been replaced with per-
meable surfaces for a sustainable environment by mixing the rain water with the 
groundwater.

Carbon dioxide emission reduced by 
using ivy plant species in the curtaining 
of the facades of some buildings where 
planting is not possible.

In order to trace the traces of the Valens Aqueduct , which is located in this region and 
has a 1500-year history, and to increase the visibility of the existing fountains and 
sebils, gutters with  a width of 0.2-0.3 m have been designed, with a depth of 0.1 m, 
where the waterline can be determined and people can follow while walking. 

Using water for plant irrigation by storing 
water underground in places far from 

green areas.
Channeling rain water to green areas 
without passing into runoff water.

Connection of 19 Sebilhanes and 
fountains 

and creating route with water trace.

Using water for plant irrigation by storing water un-
derground in places far from green areas.

Channeling rain water to green areas with-
out passing into runoff water.ECOLOGY

AREA USAGE

         STRATEGIES                                               GOALS
To ensure the continuity of green areas by 

creating a green backbone

Increasing the visibility of 
the historic VALENSaqueduct

Providing places that will make the 
user experience the historical memory

Opening of   Sebilhanes and fountains

Afforestation of the streets, bringing the 
abandoned areas into green texture.

IGNORED VALUES

Turning passive green spaces into active green spaces

Increase permability surfaces

Car park regulation and con-
verted gren areasCreating route to aware of cultural heritage 

VALENS AQUEDUCT

Restoring the neglected Valens Aqueduct and in-
creasing its relation with the wall, making it work 

together with the green textures.
To offer different places in the shadow of history by 

increasing the interaction of users.
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Considering the possibility of vehicles entering in an emergency 
,the hard floor material detail and the pedestrian-vehicle road are 
seperated from each other.
A 0.2 mtrack is created with embedded lighting along the street.A 
trail is created with 0.2 m water gutter that connects the foun-
dation and contributes to rainwater drainage.

Open air cinema
Antique Market
open air museum
Light Show

KALENDERHANE MOSQUE
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The unused workplace adjacent to the  
dormitory was demolished and a park 
with collective study areas and sports 
fields appealing to the young crowd in 
the surrounding area was designed.

Ecological solutions for curtaining ugly 
building facades with plant walls

It is a design that ex-
presses the neighbor-
hood that lives in the 
shadow of the three 
great mosques repre-
senting the Süleymani-
ye minarets. The metal 
design draws attention 
to the importance of 
trees in our lives by cre-
ating artificial shadows 
integrated with the 
trees.

The side façades were le blank, allowing 
for time-integration work.

REFLECTION 

Ths nstallaton 
conssts of concentrc 
rngs of sun lght color 
neon tubes the paths 
of whch mmc the 
natural varaton 
found n the logs at 
ther ther center. It s 
created a space for 
dalogue between 
nature and the 
machne by fllng the 
gallery wth artfcal 
lght that s delvered 
ththrough seemngly 
organc forms. 

The no plant street was affor-
ested and the green band was 
continued in this park.

The panels, which are po-
sitioned asymmetrically, 
have been provided with 
the opportunity to experi-
ence a traveling experi-
ence in the history of the 
neighborhood.

With the demolition of the derelict area be-
tween the two residences, a green area was 
gained to the unplanted street. The phenom-
enology of the existence was integrated by es-
tablishing a light-shadow relationship with 
the placed structures. A work area has been 

created outside the 
cafe area, which pro-
vides the opportunity 
to work in the open air.

While designing the study area, the 
needs of architecture students, 
who especially need large areas, 
were taken into consideration.
It is possible to work and present 
on the panels hanging on the walls.

Carbon dioxide emission has been re-
duced by using ivy plant species in the 
curtaining of the facades of some build-
ings where planting is not possible.

WATER MANAGEMENT

The wall that welcomes people in the 
square contains detailed information 
about the history of the area and creating 
a pleasant stroll by following all the traces.

16 MARCH AVENUE will be pedestrianized by proposing an alternative 
vehicle road. The pavement is differentiated and the road is defined for 
pedestrians and vehicles entering emergency supplies.

Trees will be planted 
along the street. Green 
bands is created where 
the street road widened 
to increase biodiversity.

The Trace Wall has  different 
under-tree seating units.

A larger and greener space is designed for the 
existing sales areas.

The garden walls of the existing student dormi-
tory were withdrawn and an integrated Mey-
dan-Mosque Garden-Wall- Park was designed. 
The dormitory garden, which consists of irregu-
lar green areas dominated by hard floors, was 
turned into an active green area.

Sinan the Architect designed his 
own tomb in a very simple way 
due to his modesty. By removing 
the dysfunctional shops next to 
the tomb, a book coffee cafe in 
harmony with the plain language 
of the tomb, away from the osten-
tatious, and a park that keeps the tatious, and a park that keeps the 
works of Mimar Sinan alive were 
designed.

Areas have been created 
for groups of friends to 
spend time together.

The fresco room in the lower part of the mosque, 
which is currently closed, was opened to the visitors 
and its garden was arranged.

In the waiting area of the congre-
gation, sitting units were placed by 
creating shadow areas considering 
the qibla front.

Seating units centered on the existing plane trees were designed.
Taking advantage of the level difference between the street and the mosque 
garden, wide staircase seating units leaning against the aqueduct were designed.

The waterway circulating the 
entire neighborhood creates a 
water route for the users.

Galvanized TRACE of lighting 
laid on the hard flooring that 
leads from the square to the 

aqueduct.

The green texture on the 
street has been increased 
with green bands.


